



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































<Remembrances of Dead> in the Orthodox Church in Japan
Ai SAZAKI
　In this study, I analyzed it what kind of function <Remembrances> by God which was an 
important concept of the Orthodox Church in Japan, as a case of the Monthly Panikhida and 
the Eternal memorial service of the charnel. 
　I can classify the concept ‹Remembrances› in two of < Remembrances for the Living > 
and <Remembrances of Dead >. And, praying for <Remembrances> has four meanings. (1) 
The act of raising the personality and virtue of the believer the most, (2) The act of praying 
for God's grace, happiness, and health by praying on behalf of others, (3) The act of praying 
for the forgiveness of the sins of life and praying for the dead to enter the world of God's 
blessing where all the saints are, (4) At the same time, act of praying that you can inherit the 
religion of the deceased and enter the kingdom of God in the future. Of these, the Orthodox 
Church has been inculturation to Japan, especially because it has elements of salvation for 
the dead, such as (2).
　Considering the case, as the number of repetitions of the name (holy name) is reduced and 
integrated into the word "servant of God", individuals dead who remembered their names 
turned out to be gradually becoming non-personalized dead. During this transition from 
personal to non-personal death, there were unique Japanese rituals such as the monthly 
Panikhida and the Eternal memorial service of the charnel in Japan. What makes this 
possible is the concept of <Remembrances of Dead> by God. And when this God's 
<Remembrances of Dead> was prayed by the believers, the name (the holy name) was called 
repeatedly, so the function of rescue the dead of <Remembrances> is working. In this article, 
the God's Remembrances made it possible to be accepted into other cultures, and in this 
<Remembrances of Dead>, I could find that calling names repeatedly makes death more 
acceptable.
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